
Designing Interactive Experiences to Showcase 
Prehistoric Past  

Visitors to the 14,000 square-foot Dinosaur Hall in the Natural History Museum of  

Los Angeles County experience the wonder of the prehistoric creatures through  

innovative exhibits enhanced by audio-visual technology. The skylit L-shaped Dinosaur 

Hall showcases the world’s only T.rex growth series of baby, juvenile and adult skeletons, 

and also features a glass-sided mezzanine where additional wall-mounted exhibits reveal 

more about the amazing creatures, demonstrating what it’s like to find fossils in the  

field and to study them in the lab.

Electrosonic’s Design Consulting team designed the Hall’s audio, video and interactive 

displays, and Electrosonic was then subsequently assigned to engineer, fabricate, install 

and program the system. So Electrosonic called on CyberTouch to design, engineer and 

manufacture a 65” multiTouch table that can handle up to 32 simultaneous touches.  

Not only did Electrosonic call on CyberTouch  for our experience with touch, they needed  

to have a durable and rugged product that could withstand hundreds of children hitting, 

banging and leaning on the monitor and making sure no water spillage could damage 

the unit.

CyberTouch designed a specialty table with added safety glass as well as environmental 

gaskets that can protect the monitor from spillage. CyberTouch also installed specialty  

cooling units with in monitor so that it could be running horizontally 24/7 with no  

temperature issues. The advanced infrared multitouch is unaffected by the bright  

ambient light of the museum.

The content by Unified Field allows children to play a game that simulates a dinosaur 

excavation.

Project Profile:
Dinosaur Hall at the  
Natural History Museum

Mono 65” MultiTouch  
Monitor allows visitors  
to simulate a dinosaur  
excavation.

Mono 65” MultiTouch Table 
with Specialty Housing 

The added-layer of safety 
glass ensures table is  
durable and rugged. 
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